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Abstract - In the current trend many more suspicious crimes in e-
technology as  message passing or conversation, chatting, 
business , e-learning, etc., but visible  as masked or some may 
hidden in some other form , But visible to the outer world as 
something else. To trap and solve those we have many instant 
messengers trace technology .even we can’t able to do 
successively. Using data mining well used as association rules 
with ARM and OBIE with instant messengers (IM) and social 
networking sites (SNS). With health caring of whole datasets by 
HER ,With by using (SUMO) Suggested Upper Merged Ontology , 
where we can easily categories the words  by fetching each bit  
and find their nature or behavioral conversation type they will 
distinguish them  and trace them each bit with its specification by 
justifying and mode of scientifically  language methodology to be 
used with Wordnet lexicon groups associated . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

From the evolution of internet or technology we facing many 
crimes associated with e-technology, where its operating 
mode is unpredictable and unsolved. But using many more 
encryption-decryption techniques we had few solvation but 
still Unresolved. In data mining we have different rules with 
techniques to solve this, we have an another approach using 
data mining as data base is the source of all, in that Wordnet 
is one widely used to sort these type of problems, but if went 
through police cases we may see different patterns of crimes 
oriented techniques can be used or already used by them 
based on the observer characteristics they will declare the 
crime. Hence difficulty in categorizing the crime itself 
whether it’s just a harassment or leading to social unhealthy 
activity.  So to clarify those a bit   using ontology we can but 
as the technology revised mode of frauds will also follow 
different paths. Hence SUMO comprised of group of 
lexicons Wordnet hence easily categories those by fast 
transaction with MILO (MID LEVEL ONTOLOGY).  

In this paper  part I  describes instance of work. Part II tells 
system model’s glance as its working principle with its 
activities of distinguish, part III (previous work) place other 
English word) its older version with its post and cons held in 
the current work, part IV PROPOSED METHODOLOGY to 
state how to has to be solved with its keen observation of 
partitioning work is carried, categorization of those to 
concerned one.  Part V simulation and experimental results 
more over   MORE THAN 25000 words 85000 axioms with 
all association of domains of branches of its lexicons.  Part 
VI conclusion its new invention and field of usage. Part VII 
future scopes where and all it can be implemented in future 
with next era techniques combinations with big data 
associations next step. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

Today’s emerging technology speed evolves many more 
trouble shooting to the author itself. So as its emerging leads 
to confusion which way we can solve without knowledge of 
the trouble shooter. As like virus, or advertisement mode in 
browsers to steal the user data’s. To make it easily solved if 
at all if it is sorted to a specific category or classification then 
the solver be free to use its neighbor tools to work with it. 

If it is voice based or text, annotations, symbols, emoticons 
or any mode of conversations it has to be cleared with 
geographical classification by the regional language codes 
they used. For their conversions [1]as geographical entity , 
using [14]MILO will carry all the conversion , generation, 
mappings to the respective data space correspondingly.In our 
system we using this sumo model in an room connected with 
many clients , they using chatting, browsing, messaging, 
with the cell text, sending pictures or code signs  or it may be 
any form  . Then all will be kept under the data base of those 
lexicons they will again classify them to corresponding 
system as there meaning with regional languages supported 
data base. Then how history of user’s activities with interest 
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field will tell about their mode of reactions predicted by this 
system. Once clear its sets as the result. 

Then if at all its suspicious case trace its path along the all 
feasible solutions or the way by scanning each of their mode 
of working status. Its wide application in detective or 
intelligence labs. Its mode of working sketch is as like 
below.figure.1. 

 
Fig.1. first stage of classification process. 

Next it is merged with many other related lexicons of types 
associated. Then at last all this will be grouped together to a 
main system to decide to which it has to give to process for 
further trace and trap them by their net path or by addressing 
them. 

III. PREVIOUS WORK 

As the inventions lead actual flow is alike to the result hence 
to predict if its particular group is tedious so [2] 

,what are all the specification we have to use is to check 
whether particular word or phrase or the symbol is of type  or 
to state its converse meaning, stem of each words root as it 
sis linked  to the siblings in the structure in depth mining 
as[5]. If the info gain is useful or not or else unsupervised 
strings will be overload the task of classifying, so to 
understand the format and actual meaning of semantics leads 
to good deal in it. So WORDNET [6] will search for the 
selection of each next predicted words or actions is based on 
the selection and categorized data in the lex, but if captured 
pictured or symbols is of different meanings its 

differentiation is bit tedious, so [7] it’s have look on 
separated as branch wise or task based tree traversal in the 
word Net lex. As the networks encoding –decoding language 
known with many sort out solutions its have new methods as 
its invention completes so, to shell out original or real images 
of wanted data sets [8]. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

To take care of data base health from few cases like it at all 
an case is considered as suspicious some time s its of 
mischief so, waste of time for the processor as well as the 
database, it may burden or use more space hence, avoiding 
those hence it’s an process of geographical means worldwide 
net connectivity will be used for those cases, to get accurate 
data instantly to solve the puzzle, [9]. So sharing and 
updating is the criteria by EHR, TO Maintain data 
consistency and clarity of availability, is henceforth. 

We divided our process into three parts. 

• The login part: - the user who wants to access this 
has to login with some credentials. 

• The session part: - actual trace start. 

• The report part:-the detailed description will be 
given to the respected one. 

So, as in the Figure 1. The classification , selection , 
grouping and all will be done in each connected lexical 
systems with collected data’s, then before studying any 
patterns the database will glance the task as a case study, if  it 
relevant to any other match as fast as early,  

This step will be done at login step by studying the person’s 
interactions as by some querying to him, to analyze the 
behavioral nature of that person, next by using his network as 
if it is of any mode [10]. Here it will use many more 
techniques to solve the process with some calculations as 
they interact with the systems. 

Next come the actual tracing here the data base will use 
where the actual complications as which media they using 
like e-conversation through login id [11], or other social 
networks [12]. They will be hacked by any other mode  or 
what will be justified, next which manner they contribute to 
some situations like captcha entering or number selections or 
any images selection etc., How they perform the task of 
pretending the actual role or not, likewise it will be 
classified. 
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The last step is collection of all those together to draw the 
result as the accurate predictions, as an example of to say 
“let’s go to birthday “may be its notification of killing 
someone or start any work related to it, like it will classify. 
As shown in the below figure 2. All the lex client system 
connected to word net [6]. Will declared whether it is 
processed data or to be processed by other means , because 
some suspicious persons may chat like mischief of gag 
purpose mode but their intention is quiet complicated, so to 
avoid such we integrated[4], those patterns match also then 
these will be re classified then , once set into the database its 
over filtering will be done at classifier to say which category 
it belongs , say the ontology analyzer, editor with its dbs will 
have eagle eye on each process to fetch each and every bit 
without miss, if at all misspelled. 

Then removing unwanted datasets in the loop or path, to 
make the path clear cut, analyzer  took again  

Table.1. Output format for recording the processed data available or 
not. 

Given set 
of data’s 
Selection 

type 

Processed 
limb with 

association, 
types 

Linked lex 
limb to be 

associated or 
not 

Its presence. 
In data 

networks. 

Row wise Pictures, 
words, symbols 

Link 
presence 
Yes/no 

Address of 
data set 

Column 
wise 

Video, audio, 
captcha 

Link 
presence 
Yes/no 

Address of 
flow of data 

sets. 
 

Search back process,  then relevance mapping to state 
whether  it is action(without voice and video like duff and 
dumb). , voice, video, signals, pictures code words anything 
it process those. As by stock market prediction [12], [5], like 
wise it all processed. 

 

Fig.2. Collection of Wordnet with SUMO. 

As the above described whole process is as shown in the 
figure 2. With collection of word net and ontology together 
with sumo classifier inbuilt. 

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The data will be categorized as the  given set with the 
cleaned or desired output data  like , it will match each and 
every bit of data for predicting its grammar of statement 
stated, till today its done with more than ~25000 terms  and 
~80000 axioms of word sets of all domains of ontologies  
group of lex, hence  its of easily accessible, we  can achieve 
good results, 

From the above table we will get its flow of processing then 
we compare the clarity of its action with other data set roles 
as, with cross checking of it. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

As its processing is more faster compare to other  due to 
more integrated technology hence with lakh together 
searching and associated rules stored and available and  its 
mode of operation is in depth [5], [3],  so, for web 
applications for interactions and  with its health criteria [10] 
we can use it to invent new technology which is lagging with 
it. And to make our world crime free , peace full with data 
mining approach is the tool  that we can use anywhere , 
because without this we cant use anything in e-world. 

But one thing is up gradation of each bit is keen observer job 
if one failed again whole link or connections or search and 
store job has to be done. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPES 

Hence this is Not suitable to all platform , [13] and best 
suited with few software’s as well with commands, to make 
better performance with big data , cloud computing as per 
current  access as the wireless media trend  with security and 
scalability, to large extent of data use with multilingual  
patterns is the next stage of operations to be carried because 
its for only more than 30 languages[9] supported in operation 
.  
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